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Let's face it, one of the main reasons anybody collects
paper money is for the historical interest it has to offer. In
addition to just a design or a portrait as found on a coin;
paper money may have serial numbers, signatures, printers'
codes and names, watermarks, vignettes and seals in
addition to the portraits, and denominations.

One of the best introductions to paper money collecting
appears in Pick's "Standard Catalog of World Paper
Money." In his introductory remarks, Pick places the
collecting bug into the following catagories: government,
general, thematic and varieties. Further delineations as to
types of collections are specified by Colin Narbeth in
"Collecting Paper Money." His suggestions cover:
one-of-each, one country, World War II, early notes,
historical notes, city notes, bank notes, printing and type,
size and denomination.

Each of these aresa offers soemthing special for
collectors. The hobby of world paper money is so vast, the
collecting areas so wise, that few collectors actually collect
paper money for one purpose—only.

Although the large selection of U.S. paper money offers
the collector an avenue of creativity in collecting, the
amplification on a world scale permits even greater exercise
of the imagination. For example, a collector of U.S.
Military Payment Certificates can readily expand into
British Military Authority notes. This leads into various
issues of World War II—both the Axis and Allies.

Just as there are American historical vignettes, so too are
there worldwide vignettes which are similar in their
historical perspective. For instance, women. Many vignettes
of women appear on U.S. paper money and it is interesting
to observe the similarity of their look-alikes on notes from
South America and other countries. One reason for this is a
collecting topic in and of itself. The American Bank Note
Company printed notes for numerous countries throughout
the world. As a result, many vignettes used by them have
been adapted for worldwide markets.



Another active topical area within the collecting
fraternity is the subject of ships. Many types of seafaring
sloops, men-of-war and merchant ships decorate broken
bank notes of the U.S. Sisters of these ships can be traced
on notes throughout the world. The English are famous for
the relationship to the sea because the British navy ruled
the seas. Many countries that are part of the
Commonwealth retain this historical tribute to the role of
the ship in world affairs on their paper currency.

A favorite of many a young lady is the horse. Common
on many U.S. notes, the horse is held in similar respect on
foreign paper money.

To go back to why one collects paper money, a look at
the benefits of going into the foreign marketplace is in
order. The U.S. is not isolated within the world. The affairs
of the modern world are tied to the situations and events of
the past. As an insight into this past, the foreign peice of
paper money can remind the collector of a lesson which
history taught and might be forgotten today. Remember,
as Toynbee reiterated, "Those who are ignorant of the
past are condemned to repeat it."

Revolutions and coups are occuring daily throughout the
Third World. It is not uncommon to pick up a newspaper
and read about another new government or anther new
country. This is an indicator for numismatics. New
nations mean new monetary issues. New governments
mean a change in vignettes and portraits. Where the recent
history of the U.S. is fairly quiet as far as the introduction
of new notes, the world scene offers the collector a
constant influx of new notes, year-in and year-out.

One of the side benefits of collecting world paper money
is the friendship that develops as a result of your quest for
knowledge and notes. People from around the world,
crossing over political, social and economic barriers, can
help you better understand the affairs of the world and
their history, as well as the notes themselves.

Banknote companies occasionally used the same vignette on currency
of more than one country, as these notes printed by the American
Banknote Company testify.
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